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ABOUT ME
Graduated from one of the best French school of management, Audencia Nantes, and illustrator, I have an hybrid 
profile, allying understanding of business and an artistic sensitivity. 

Synthetic and visual minded, devoted listener, I put my talent for drawing at the service of your key messages. The 
objectif is educational: make contents clearer, more attractive and easier to remember, using visual tools and rules.

For further information about my profile, please visit my Linkedin profile
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01. GRAPHIC RECORDING
Service: You organise a conference or a meeting? I provide a live prestation, listening, synthesing and trans-
lating in a visual language the key messages. Following your needs I can stay silent or interact with the group, 
present a synthesis at the end.

Advantages: 
Increase understanding and memorization
Federate with a common vision
Make discussions more concrete
Achieve a «Wow» factor

Deliverable: paper/digital poster on flipchart format A0 or fresco 2xA0 available at the end of the event and free 
of rights for your communication.

https://www.barmon-drawing.com/img/VideoPortfoliov3.mp4
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01. GRAPHIC RECORDING
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02. MASTERCLASS

Listen the radio report (interview in French, min 2:45 to 4:00) 

Service: I conduct initiation workshops that enable participants taming drawing and using visual tools to ac-
tivate the brain areas for concentration, taking a step back for wider perspective, capacity to make links and 
communicate one’s vision.

Advantage: you assimilate visual tools useful for your daily work, to clarify and communicate your ideas and 
facilitate meetings. At the end of the workshop you are energised and more creative.

Deliverable: 
Visual representation of your own project. Personal drawings’ bank.
Bibliography and advice to go further
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02. WORKSHOPS
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03. ILLUSTRATIONS
Service: from a text or a verbal briefing, I create unique and special illustrations, perfectly aligned with your 
content.  

Advantage: you have a visual harmony among your different supports. The illustrations are customised, vivid, 
unique. They reflect your ideas and your universe. 

Deliverable: 
A serie of illustrations ready to use in a powerpoint presentation or any communication support
Giant poster ready to print
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04. WHITEBOARD ANIMATIONS
Service: l define with you the target, the key messages, the storyboard and the script. This conception’s part is 
important and the longest of the process. Then I take in charge the drawing, the shooting, the voice-over recor-
ding and the editing. 

Advantage: whiteboard animation are perfect synchronisations between verbal and visual making your message 
100% catchy and impactful. Easy to broadcast and fashionable, you’ll make buzz on the web.

Deliverable:  video from 1 to 3 mn ready for online broadcasting.

https://youtu.be/LnkF_Pms74k
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05. LIVE SKETCHING
Service: for a special event (anniversary, wedding) I sketch lively the guests and anecdotes of the day.

Advantage: a long time after, the illustrations and pieces of dialogue will make you laugh and bring to live the at-
mosphere of the moment. You can keep the album for yourself and offer samples to the guests. 

Deliverable: souvenir-album ready to leaf through.
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06. TESTIMONIES

Geneviève Morand 
Management researcher 
and speaker

Sylvia Ischer 
Visual Facilitator at IMD Lausanne

Frédérique Deschamps-Meldem 
Coach and speaker

Annicka Ribordy 
Swiss Federation for Continuous Training
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07. REFERENCES
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08. DEFINITION
In USA in the 70s, consultants (David Sibbet) and researcher (Geoff Ball) conducted works about the visual impact 
on seminars’productivity and obtained impressive results. These works gave birth to a new profession, visual faci-
litation and graphic recording, that is quickly developing since in USA and in Europe for 10 years.

Research works in the field of knowledge visualization led to many scientific publications and books that massively 
highlight the benefits from these tools (cf bibliography).

David Sibbet, « father » of visual facilitation 
IAF  Conference, May 16-21th 2001, Minnesota

Dan Roam, best-seller author 
The Back of the Napkin, p.15, 2008
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VIDEO
TEDxSoMa Speaker David Sibbet
Alphachimp Studio - The History of Graphic Facilitation
How graphic recording reduces complexity | Andreas Gaertner | TEDxMünster

BOOKS
David Sibbet, Visual Meetings: How Graphics, sticky notes and Ideas Mapping Can TransformGroup Productivity, 2010
Robert Horn, Visual Language, 1998
Kelvy Bird, Drawn Together through Visual Practice, 2016
Dan Roam,

• Draw to Win, 2016
• Blah-Blah-Blah: What to do when Words don’t Work, 2011
• The Back of the Napkin: Solving Problems and Selling Ideas with Pictures, 2008
Huff A, Jenkins, Mapping Strategic Knowlevdge, 2002
Novins P, Knowledge Representation, 1997

PUBLICATIONS & ARTICLES
Martin J. Eppler, 

• A Process-based Classification of Knowledge Maps and Application Examples, 2008

• The Pitfalls of Visual Representations: A Review and Classification of Common Errors Made While Designing and Interpreting 
Visualizations, 2015

• Visual Literacy

Smelcer JB, The Effectivness of Different Representations for Managerial Problem Solving, Decision Science, 1997
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